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American Government A 

Course Overview 
 

Many systems of government existed before the United States established its government, and 

these systems had an impact on how the Constitution was formed. This course will explore the 

conditions under which the United States was formed, how this affected its view of the allocation 

of power between states and the federal government, and how the civil rights movement further 

changed how U.S. citizens are protected by their government. This course will also detail the 

structure, organization, and powers of the legislative branch of the federal government. The final 

two lessons of the semester include an in-depth examination of the presidency and the federal 

bureaucracy. 

Course Goals 
By the end of this course, you will be able to do the following: 

 Explain the influence of previous political systems on the ideals and institutions of American 

government. 

 Understand the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation and how they were replaced. 

 Identify principles of the Constitution and the rights guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. 

 Describe how civil rights developed over the course of U.S. history and the achievements of 

the civil rights movement. 

 Identify the differences between federal, state, and local elected offices. 

 Describe the legislative and executive branches of government in detail. 

General Skills
 

To participate in this course, you should be able to do the following: 

 Complete basic operations with word processing software, such as Microsoft Word or 

Google Docs. 

 Perform online research using various search engines. 

 

For a complete list of general skills that are required for participation in online courses, refer to 

the Prerequisites section of the Plato Student Orientation document, found at the beginning of 

this course. 
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Credit Value 
American Government A is a 0.5-credit course. 

Course Materials 
 Notebook 

 Computer with Internet connection and speakers or headphones 

 Microsoft Word or equivalent 

Course Pacing Guide 
 

This course description and pacing guide is intended to help you keep on schedule with your 

work. Note that your course instructor may modify the schedule to meet the specific needs of 

your class. 

 

Day Activity/Objective Type 

1 day: 

1 

Syllabus and Plato Student Orientation 

Review the Plato Student Orientation and Course Syllabus at the 

beginning of this course. 

Course 

Orientation 

7 days: 

2–8 

Political Systems Through the Age of Enlightenment 

 Identify the main types of democratic and authoritarian political 
systems. 

 Distinguish between unitary, federal, and confederate forms of 
government. 

 Explain the historical development of democracy. 

 Define the terms government, sovereignty, and state. 

 Describe how the concepts of liberty, popular sovereignty, the 
social contract, and natural rights were shaped and interpreted by 
Enlightenment philosophers. 

Lesson 

7 days: 

9–15 

English Political Tradition and Road to Revolution 

 Explain the influence of the English political tradition on the ideals 
and institutions of American government. 

 Describe the various structures of colonial governments. 

 Distinguish between royal, proprietary, and charter colonies. 

 Identify American grievances against the English king. 

 Distinguish between the First and Second Continental 
Congresses. 

 List the historical events that ultimately resulted in America's 
independence. 

Lesson 
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Day Activity/Objective Type 

6 days: 

16–21 

Founding Ideals of the United States 

 Summarize the events that led to America's independence. 

 Review the philosophical influences of the Declaration of 
Independence. 

 Identify the three purposes of the Declaration of Independence. 

 List the grievances of the American colonists. 

 Explain how the ideals of natural rights, popular sovereignty, and 
order were incorporated into the Declaration of Independence. 

 Interpret the second paragraph of the Declaration of 
Independence. 

Lesson 

1 day: 

22 

Updating the Declaration of Independence  Lab 

6 days: 

23–28 

Replacing the Articles of Confederation 

 Analyze the state constitutions and their influence on the new 
federal government. 

 Discuss the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation and the 
events that led to its replacement. 

 Identify three different opinions about how to balance liberty, 
order, and popular sovereignty. 

 List two compromises that made the Constitution possible. 

 Distinguish between the New Jersey and Virginia Plans. 

 Explain the significance of The Federalist Papers. 

 Appreciate the role of the Bill of Rights in the ratification of the 
Constitution. 

 State the origins of the Federalist and Anti-Federalist factions. 

Lesson 

5 days: 

29–33 

Principles of the Constitution 

 Review the structure of the Constitution. 

 State the reasons why the Founding Fathers sought to balance 
liberty, democracy, and order. 

 List the six major governmental principles embodied in the 
Constitution. 

 List three examples of checks and balances. 

 Explain the amendment process, both formal and informal. 

 Give two examples of the informal amendment process. 

 List the six reasons for the creation of the United States 
government, as identified by the Preamble to the Constitution. 

 Identify the topics of the Constitution's seven articles and twenty-
seven amendments. 

Lesson 
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Day Activity/Objective Type 

8 days: 

34–41 

The Bill of Rights 

 Explain the relationship between natural rights and civil liberties. 

 Identify the religious and political liberties guaranteed by the first 
Amendment. 

 List the ten articles of the Bill of Rights and the rights they 
guarantee. 

 Identify the rights guaranteed by the 13th, 14th, and 15th 
Amendments. 

 Analyze the Due Process Clauses of the 5th and 14th 
Amendments. 

 Chart the expansion of suffrage over American history. 

 Define the concept of implied rights. 

Lesson 

9 days: 

42–50 

Civil Rights: Constitutional and Statutory Protections 

 Distinguish civil rights from civil liberties. 

 Explain why constitutional rights are meaningless if they are not 
enforced by the government. 

 Compare the constitutional ideal of equality with how it has been 
applied throughout American history. 

 Explain how the government perpetuated discrimination under 
Jim Crow and the doctrine of separate but equal. 

 Explain how the Supreme Court reinterpreted the Constitution 
and broadened civil rights protections in Brown v. Board of 
Education and other court cases. 

 Identify the legislative and other achievements of the civil rights 
movement. 

 Contrast reasonable with suspect classification and de 
jure with de facto segregation. 

 List the groups that are protected by civil rights legislation. 

 Identify the government's positive steps to protect civil rights, like 
hate crimes legislation and affirmative action. 

Lesson 

2 days: 

51–52 

"I Have a Dream..." Lab 

1 day: 

53 

Midterm Assessment 
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Day Activity/Objective Type 

8 days: 

54–61 

Elected Offices, Political Parties, and Elections 

 Describe federal, state, and local elected offices. 

 Explain the role of political parties in American democracy. 

 Identify the two major parties and explain the reasons for the 
persistence of the two-party system. 

 Describe the influence of minor parties on American politics. 

 Outline the progression of events that precede an election, 
including the primary campaign, party nominations and 
conventions, and the general election campaign. 

 Identify important voting procedures and regulations. 

Lesson 

5 days: 

62–66 

Legislative Branch: Structure and Powers of Congress 

 Explain the bicameral structure of Congress. 

 Describe the different characters and roles of the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. 

 Understand the process of reapportionment. 

 Identify the membership requirements for the House and Senate. 

 Describe the composition of Congress. 

 Describe Congress's role in the constitutional system of checks 
and balances. 

 Define the three categories of congressional powers: expressed, 
implied, and inherent. 

 Explain the importance of the Constitution's Necessary and 
Proper and Commerce Clauses. 

 Appreciate the significance of Congress's authority over 
government finances. 

 Understand Congress's oversight and investigative 
responsibilities. 

Lesson 
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Day Activity/Objective Type 

6 days: 

67–72 

Legislative Branch: The Legislative Process 

 Identify the leadership positions of each house of Congress. 

 Identify the two primary responsibilities of the Speaker of the 
House. 

 List three responsibilities of the president of the Senate that are 
also responsibilities of the Speaker of the House. 

 Describe the four ways in which Congress is organized: the party 
system, committees, caucus, and support agencies. 

 Explain how seniority works in Congress. 

 List the seven steps of the legislative process. 

 Analyze the different legislative procedures of the House and 
Senate. 

 State the role and influence of the House Rules Committee. 

 Describe the president's role in the legislative process. 

 Define and distinguish between pork-barrel spending and 
constituent service. 

Lesson 

1 day: 

73 

Letter to a Member of Congress Lab 

8 days: 

74–81 

Executive Branch: Office of the President 

 List the presidential powers as they are outlined in the 
Constitution. 

 Identify the constitutional qualifications for becoming president. 

 Compare the constitutional qualifications for the office of 
president to those of senators and representatives. 

 Explain the elections process, including presidential terms and 
the Electoral College. 

 List the various roles of the president and the powers associated 
with each role. 

 Identify the four main reasons for the expansion of presidential 
power over time. 

 Provide examples of how the powers of the president have 
expanded over time. 

 Describe the procedures for presidential succession. 

Lesson 
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Day Activity/Objective Type 

7 days: 

82–88 

Executive Branch: Federal Bureaucracy 

 Describe the origins and development of the presidential cabinet. 

 Identify the dual role of a member of the cabinet as advisor to the 
president and head of an executive department. 

 Identify and describe the fifteen executive departments. 

 Explain why the Executive Office of the President was created 
and what purpose it serves today. 

 List the responsibilities of the White House Office, the National 
Security Council, the Domestic Policy Council, the National 
Economic Council, and the Office of Budget and Management. 

 Explain why some government agencies require independence 
from the president and Congress. 

 Identify the four types of independent agencies. 

 Describe the role of the federal bureaucracy in the formation and 
shaping of government policy. 

 List two factors that limit the president's control over the executive 
branch. 

Lesson 

1 day: 

89 

Semester Review  

1 day: 

90 

Final Exam Assessment 

 


